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Abstract. Interpreting Semantic Web Data by different human experts
can end up in scenarios, where each expert comes up with different and
conflicting ideas what a concept can mean and how they relate to other
concepts. Software agents that operate on the Semantic Web have to
deal with similar scenarios where the interpretation of Semantic Web
data that describes the heterogeneous sources becomes contradicting.
One such application area of the Semantic Web is ontology mapping
where different similarities have to be combined into a more reliable and
coherent view, which might easily become unreliable if the conflicting
beliefs in similarities are not managed effectively between the different
agents. In this paper we propose a solution for managing this conflict by
introducing trust between the mapping agents based on the fuzzy voting
model.
1 Introduction
Assessing the performance and quality of different ontology mapping algorithms,
which operate in the Semantic Web environment has gradually been evolved
during the recent years. One remarkable effort is the Ontology Alignment Eval-
uation Initiative 3 , which provides a possibility to evaluate and compare the
mapping quality of different systems. However it also points out the difficulty of
evaluating ontologies with large number of concepts i.e. the library track where
due to the size of the vocabulary only a sample evaluation is carried out by a
number of domain experts. Once each expert has assessed the correctness of the
sampled mappings their assessment is discussed and they produce a final assess-
ment, which reflects their collective judgment. Our ontology mapping algorithm
DSSim [1] tries to mimic the aforementioned process, using different software
3 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
agents as experts to evaluate and use beliefs over similarities of different con-
cepts in the source ontologies. Our mapping agents use WordNet as background
knowledge to create a conceptual context for the words that are extracted from
the ontologies and employ different syntactic and semantic similarities to create
their subjective beliefs over the correctness of the mapping. DSSim addresses
the uncertain nature of the ontology mapping by considering different similarity
measures as subjective probability for the correctness of the mapping. It employs
the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence in order to create and combine beliefs
that has been produced by the different similarity algorithms. For the detailed
description of the DSSim algorithm one can refer to [2]. Using belief combination
has their advantages compared to other combination methods . However the be-
lief combination has received a verifiable criticism from the research community.
There is a problem with the belief combination if agents have conflicting beliefs
over the solution. The main contribution of this paper is a novel trust manage-
ment approach for resolving conflict between beliefs in similarities, which is the
core component of the DSSim ontology mapping system.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the description of the
problem and its context. Section 3 describes the voting model and how it is
applied for determining trust during the ontology mapping. In section 4 we
present our experiments that have been carried out with the benchmarks of the
Ontology Alignment Initiative. Section 5 gives and overview of the related work.
Finally, section 6 describes our future work.
2 Problem description
In the context of the Semantic Web trust can have different meaning therefore
before we describe the problem let us define the basic notions of our argument.
Definition 1 Trust: One mapping agent’s measurable belief in the competence
of the other agents’ belief over the established similarities.
Definition 2 Content related trust: Dynamic trust measure that is dependent
on the actual vocabulary of the mappings, which has been extracted from the
ontologies and can change from mapping to mapping.
Definition 3 Belief: The state in which a software agent holds a proposition or
premise over a possible mapping of selected concept pair combination to be true.
Numerical representation of belief can be assigned to a value between [0..1].
If we assume that in the Semantic Web environment it is not possible to
deduct an absolute truth from the available sources then we need to evaluate
content dependent trust levels by each application that processes the information
on the Semantic Web e.g. how a particular information coming from one source
compares the same or similar information that is coming from other sources.
Dominantly the existing approaches that address the problem of the trust-
worthiness of the available data on the Semantic Web are reputation based e.g.
using digital signatures that would state who the publisher of the ontology is.
However another and probably most challenging aspect of trust appears when
we process the available information on the Semantic Web and we discover con-
tradictory information from the evidences. Consider an example from ontology
mapping. When we assess similarity between two terms, ontology mapping can
use different linguistic and semantic[3] information in order to determine the
similarity level e.g. background knowledge or concept hierarchy. In practice any
similarity algorithm will produce good and bad mappings for the same domain
depending of the actual interpretation of the terms in the ontologies e.g. us-
ing different background knowledge descriptions or class hierarchy. In order to
overcome this shortcoming the combination of different similarity measures are
required. During the recent years a number of methods and strategies have been
proposed[3] to combine these similarities. In practice considering the overall re-
sults these combination methods will perform well under different circumstances
except when contradictory evidence occurs during the combination process.
In our ontology mapping framework different agents assess similarities and
their beliefs on the similarities need to be combined into a more coherent re-
sult. However these individual beliefs in practice are often conflicting. A conflict
between two beliefs in Dempster-Shafer theory can be interpreted qualitatively
as one source strongly supports one hypothesis and the other strongly supports
another hypothesis, where the two hypotheses are not compatible. In this sce-
nario applying Dempster’s combination rule to conflicting beliefs can lead to an
almost impossible choice, because the combination rule strongly emphasizes the
agreement between multiple sources and ignores all the conflicting evidences.
We argue that the problem of contradictions can only be handled from case
to case by introducing trust for the similarity measures, which is applied only
for the selected mapping and can change from mapping to mapping during the
process depending on the available evidences. We propose evaluating trust in the
different beliefs that does not depend on the credentials of the ontology owner
but it purely represents the trust in a proposed subjective belief that has been
established by using different similarity algorithms.
3 Fuzzy trust management for conflicting belief
combination
In ontology mapping the conflicting results of the different beliefs in similar-
ity can be resolved if the mapping algorithm can produce an agreed solution,
even though the individual opinions about the available alternatives may vary.
We propose a solution for reaching this agreement by evaluating fuzzy trust
between established beliefs through voting, which is a general method of recon-
ciling differences. Voting is a mechanism where the opinions from a set of votes
are evaluated in order to select the alternatives that best represent the collec-
tive preferences. Unfortunately deriving binary trust like trustful or not trustful
from the difference of belief functions is not so straightforward since the different
voters express their opinion as subjective probability over the similarities. For a
particular mapping this always involves a certain degree of vagueness hence the
threshold between the trust and distrust cannot be set definitely for all cases that
can occur during the process. Additionally there is no clear transition between
characterising a particular belief highly or less trustful.
Fuzzy model is based on the concept of linguistic or ”fuzzy” variables. These
variables correspond to linguistic objects or words, rather than numbers e.g.
trust or belief conflict . The fuzzy variables themselves are adjectives that mod-
ify the variable (e.g. ”high” trust, ”small” trust). The membership function is
a graphical representation of the magnitude of participation of each input. It
associates a weighting with each of the inputs that are processed, define func-
tional overlap between inputs, and ultimately determines an output response.
The membership function can be defined differently and can take different shapes
depending on the problem it has to represent. Typical membership functions are
trapezoidal, triangle or exponential. The selection of our membership function
is not arbitrary but can be derived directly from fact that our input the belief
difference has to produce the trust level as an output. Each input has to pro-
duce output, which requires a trapezoidal and overlapping membership function.
Therefore our argument is that the trust membership value, which is expressed
by different voters, can be modelled properly by using fuzzy representation as
depicted on Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Trust representation
Imagine the scenario where before each agent evaluates the trust in other
agent’s belief over the correctness of the mapping it calculates the difference
between its own and the other agent’s belief. The belief functions for each agent
are derived from different similarity measures therefore the actual value might
differ from agent to agent. Depending on the difference it can choose the avail-
able trust levels e.g. one agent’s measurable belief over the similarity is 0.85
and an another agent’s belief is 0.65 then the difference in beliefs is 0.2 which
can lead to high and medium trust levels. We model these trust levels as fuzzy
membership functions.
In fuzzy logic the membership function µ(x) is defined on the universe of dis-
course U and represents a particular input value as a member of the fuzzy set i.e.
µ(x) is a curve that defines how each point in the U is mapped to a membership
value (or degree of membership) between 0 and 1.
For representing trust in beliefs over similarities we have defined three over-
lapping trapezoidal membership functions, which represents high, medium and
low trust in the beliefs over concept and property similarities in our ontology
mapping system.
3.1 Fuzzy voting model
The fuzzy voting model was developed by Baldwin [4] and has been used in
Fuzzy logic applications. However, to our knowledge it has not been introduced
in the context of trust management on the Semantic Web. In this section, we
will briefly introduce the fuzzy voting model theory using a simple example of
10 voters voting against or in favour of the trustfulness of an another agent’s
belief over the correctness of mapping. In our ontology mapping framework each
mapping agent can request a number of voting agents to help assessing how
trustful the other mapping agent’s belief is.
According to Baldwin [4] a linguistic variable is a quintuple (L, T (L), U,G, µ)
in which L is the name of the variable, T (L) is the term set of labels or words
(i.e. the linguistic values), U is a universe of discourse, G is a syntactic rule and
µ is a semantic rule or membership function. We also assume for this work that
G corresponds to a null syntactic rule so that T (L) consists of a finite set of
words. A formalization of the fuzzy voting model can be found in [5].
Consider the set of words { Low trust (Lt), Medium trust (Mt) and High trust
(Ht) } as labels of a linguistic variable trust with values in U = [0, 1]. Given
a set “m” of voters where each voter is asked to provide the subset of words
from the finite set T (L), which are appropriate as labels for the value u. The
membership value χµ(w)(u) is taking the proportion of voters who include u in
their set of labels which is represented by w.
We need to introduce more opinions to the system i.e. we need to add the opinion
of the other agents in order to vote for the best possible outcome. Therefore we
assume for the purpose of our example that we have 10 voters (agents). Formally,
let us define
V = A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10 (1)
Θ = Lt,Mt, Ht
The number of voters can differ however assuming 10 voters can ensure that
1. The overlap between the membership functions can proportionally be dis-
tributed on the possible scale of the belief difference [0..1]
2. The work load of the voters does not slow the mapping process down
Let us start illustrating the previous ideas with a small example - By defini-
tion consider our linguistic variable L as TRUST and T(L) the set of linguis-
tic values as T (L) = (Low trust,Medium trust,High trust). The universe of
discourse is U , which is defined as U = [0, 1]. Then, we define the fuzzy sets
µ(Low trust), µ(Medium trust) and µ(High trust) for the voters where each
voter has different overlapping trapezoidal membership functions as described
on Table 1.
Table 1. Fuzzy set definitions
Voters µ(Low trust) µ(Medium trust) µ(High trust)
A1 [0.25:0,0.75:1,1:1] [0:0,0.25:1,0.75:1,1:0] [0:1,0.25:1,0.75:0]
A2 [0.25:0,0.70:1,1:1] [0:0,0.30:1,0.70:1,1:0] [0:1,0.30:1,0.75:0]
A3 [0.25:0,0.65:1,1:1] [0:0,0.35:1,0.65:1,1:0] [0:1,0.35:1,0.75:0]
A4 [0.25:0,0.60:1,1:1] [0:0,0.40:1,0.60:1,1:0] [0:1,0.40:1,0.75:0]
A5 [0.25:0,0.55:1,1:1] [0:0,0.45:1,0.55:1,1:0] [0:1,0.45:1,0.75:0]
A6 [0.25:0,0.50:1,1:1] [0:0,0.50:1,0.50:1,1:0] [0:1,0.50:1,0.75:0]
A7 [0.30:0,0.75:1,1:1] [0.5:0,0.50:1,0.50:1,0.95:0] [0:1,0.25:1,0.70:0]
A8 [0.35:0,0.75:1,1:1] [0.10:0,0.50:1,0.50:1,0.90:0] [0:1,0.25:1,0.65:0]
A9 [0.40:0,0.75:1,1:1] [0.15:0,0.50:1,0.50:1,0.85:0] [0:1,0.25:1,0.60:0]
A10 [0.45:0,0.75:1,1:1] [0.20:0,0.50:1,0.50:1,0.80:0] [0:1,0.25:1,0.55:0]
The data in Table 1 are demonstrative only for the purpose of an example,
which is presented in this paper. The difference in the membership functions
represented by the different vertices of the trapezoid in Table 1 ensures that
voters can introduce different opinions as they pick the possible trust levels for
the same difference in belief.
The possible set of trust levels L = TRUST is defined by the Table 2. Note that
in the table we use a short notation Lt means Low trust,Mt means Medium trust
and Ht means High trust. Once the fuzzy sets (membership functions) have been
defined the system is ready to assess the trust memberships for the input values.
Based on the difference of beliefs in similarities the different voters will select
the words they view as appropriate for the difference of belief. Assuming that
the difference in beliefs(x) is 0.67(one agent’s belief over similarities is 0.85 and
an another agent’s belief is 0.18) the voters will select the labels representing the
trust level as described in Table 2. Note that each voter has its own membership
Table 2. Possible values for the voting
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10
Lt Lt Lt Lt Lt Lt Lt Lt Lt Lt
Mt Mt Mt Mt Mt Mt
Ht Ht Ht
function where the level of overlap is different for each voter. As an example the
belief difference 0.67 can represent high, medium and low trust level for the first
voter(A1) and it can only represent low trust for the last voter(A10).
Then we compute the membership value for each of the elements on set T (L).
χµ(Low trust)(u) = 1 (2)
χµ(Medium trust)(u) = 0.6 (3)












A value x(actual belief difference between two agents) is presented and voters
randomly pick exactly one word from a finite set to label x as depicted in Table
3. The number of voters will ensure that a realistic overall response will prevail
during the process.
Table 3. Voting
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10
Ht Mt Lt Lt Mt Mt Lt Lt Lt Lt
Taken as a function of x these probabilities form probability functions. They
should therefore satisfy:
∑
Pr(L = w|x) = 1 (6)
w ∈ T (L)
which gives a probability distribution on words:
∑
Pr(L = Low trust|x) = 0.6 (7)∑
Pr(L =Medium trust|x) = 0.3 (8)∑
Pr(L = High trust|x) = 0.1 (9)
As a result of voting we can conclude that given the difference in belief
x = 0.67 the combination should not consider this belief in the similarity function
since based on its difference compared to another beliefs it turns out to be a
distrustful assessment. The before mentioned process is then repeated as many
times as many different beliefs we have for the similarity i.e. as many as different
similarity measures exist in the ontology mapping system.
3.2 Introducing trust into ontology mapping
The problem of trustworthiness in the context of ontology mapping can be rep-
resented in different ways. In general, trust issues on the Semantic Web are
associated with the source of the information i.e. who said what and when and
what credentials they had to say it. From this point of view the publisher of
the ontology could greatly influence the outcome of the trust evaluation and the
mapping process can prefer mappings that came from a more “trustful” source.
However we believe that in order to evaluate trust it is better to look into
our processes that map these ontologies, because from the similarity point of
view it is more important to see how the information in the ontologies are
“conceived” by our algorithms than who have created them e.g. do our algo-
rithms exploit all the available information in the ontologies or just part of
it. The reason why we propose such trust evaluation is because ontologies of
the Semantic Web usually represent a particular domain and support a specific
need. Therefore even if two ontologies describe the same concepts and proper-
ties their relation to each other can differ depending on the conceptualisation of
their creators, which is independent from the organisation where they belong.
In our ontology mapping method we propose that the trust in the provided
similarity measures, which is assessed between the ontology entities are asso-
ciated to the actual understanding of the mapping entities, which differs from
case to case e.g. a similarity measure can be trusted in one case but not trust-
ful in an another case during the same process. Our mapping algorithm that
incorporates trust management into the process is described by Algorithm 1.
Input: Similarity belief matrixes Sn×m = {S1, .., Sk}
Output: Mapping candidates
for i=1 to n do1
BeliefVectors BeliefVectors ← GetBeliefVectors(S[i, 1−m]) ;2
Concepts ← GetBestBeliefs(BeliefVectors BeliefVectors) ;3
Scenario ← CreateScenario(Concepts) ;4
for j=1 to size(Concepts) do5
Scenario ← AddEvidences (Concepts) ;6
end7
if Evidences are contradictory then8
for count=1 to numberOf(Experts) do9
Voters ← CreateVoters(10) ;10
TrustValues ← VoteTrustMembership(Evidences) ;11
ProbabilityDistribution ← CalculateTrustProbability(TrustValues) ;12
Evidences ← SelectTrustedEvidences(ProbabilityDistribution) ;13
end14
end15
Scenario ← CombineBeliefs(Evidences) ;16
MappingList ← GetMappings(Scenario) ;17
end18
Algorithm 1: Belief combination with trust
Our mapping algorithm receives the similarity matrixes(both syntactic and se-
mantic) as an input and produces the possible mappings as an output. The
similarity matrixes represent the assigned similarities between all concepts in
ontology 1 and 2. Our mapping algorithm iterates through all concepts in on-
tology 1 and selects the best possible candidate terms from ontology 2 which is
represented as a vector of best beliefs(step 2). Once we have selected the best
beliefs we get the terms that corresponds to these beliefs and create a mapping
scenario. This scenario contains all possible mapping pairs between the selected
term in ontology 1 and the possible terms from ontology 2(step 3 and 4). Once we
have build our mapping scenario we start adding evidences from the similarity
matrixes(step 6). These evidences might contradict because different similarity
algorithms can assign different similarity measure for the same mapping candi-
dates. In these evidences are contradictory we need to evaluate which measure
i.e. mapping agent’s belief we trust in this particular scenario(step 8-15). The
trust evaluation(see details in section 3.1) is invoked which invalidates the evi-
dences(agent beliefs) which cannot be trusted in this scenario. Once the conflict
resolution routine is finished, the valid beliefs can be combined and the possible
mapping candidates can be selected from the scenario.
The advantage of our proposed solution is that the evaluated trust is inde-
pendent from the source ontologies themselves and can change depending on the
available information in the context.
4 Empirical evaluation
The evaluation was measured with recall and precision, which are useful mea-
sures that have a fixed range and meaningful from the mapping point of view.
Before we present our evaluation let us discuss what improvements one can ex-
pect considering the mapping precision or recall. Most people would expect that
if the results can be doubled i.e. increased by 100% then this is a remarkable
achievement. This might be the case for anything but ontology mapping. In real-
ity researchers are trying to push the limits of the existing matching algorithms
and anything between 10% and 30% is considered a good improvement. The ob-
jective is always to make improvement in preferably both in precision and recall
We have carried out experiments with the benchmark ontologies of the Ontol-
ogy Alignment Evaluation Initiative(OAEI), 4 which is an international initiative
that has been set up for evaluating ontology matching algorithms. The experi-
ments were carried out to assess how trust management influences results of our
mapping algorithm. Our main objective was to evaluate the impact of establish-
ing trust before combining beliefs in similarities between concepts and properties
in the ontology. The OAEI benchmark contains tests, which were systematically
generated starting from some reference ontology and discarding a number of in-
formation in order to evaluate how the algorithm behave when this information
is lacking. The bibliographic reference ontology (different classifications of pub-
lications) contained 33 named classes, 24 object properties, 40 data properties.
Further each generated ontology was aligned with the reference ontology. The
benchmark tests were created and grouped by the following criteria:
– Group 1xx: simple tests such as comparing the reference ontology with itself,
with another irrelevant ontology or the same ontology in its restriction to
OWL-Lite
4 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
– Group 2xx: systematic tests that were obtained by discarding some features
from some reference ontology e.g. name of entities replaced by random strings
or synonyms
– Group 3xx: four real-life ontologies of bibliographic references that were
found on the web e.g. BibTeX/MIT, BibTeX/UMBC
As a basic comparison we have modified our algorithm (without trust), which
does not evaluate trust before conflicting belief combination just combine them
using Dempster’s combination rule. The recall and precision graphs for the al-
gorithm with trust and without trust over the whole benchmarks are depicted
on Fig. 2. Experiments have proved that with establishing trust one can reach
higher average precision and recall rate.
(a) Recall (b) Precision
Fig. 2. Recall and Precision graphs
Figure 2 shows the improvement in recall and precision that we have achieved
by applying our trust model for combining contradictory evidences. From the
precision point of view the increased recall values have not impacted the results
significantly, which is good because the objective is always the improvement of
both recall and precision together. We have measured the average improvement
for the whole benchmark test set that contains 51 ontologies. Based on the ex-
periments the average recall has increased by 12% and the precision is by 16%.
The relative high increase in precision compared to recall is attributed to the
fact that in some cases the precision has been increased by 100% as a conse-
quence of a small recall increase of 1%. This is perfectly normal because if the
recall increases from 0 to 1% and the returned mappings are all correct (which is
possible since the number of mappings are small) then the precision is increases
from 0 to 100%. Further the increase in recall and precision greatly varies from
test to test. Surprisingly the precision have decreased in some cases(5 out of 51).
The maximum decrease in precision was 7% and maximum increase was 100%.
The recalls have never decreased in any of the tests and the minimum increase
was 0.02% whereas the maximum increase was 37%.
As mentioned in our scenario in our ontology mapping algorithm there are
number of mapping agents that carry out similarity assessments hence create
belief mass assignments for the evidence. Before the belief mass function is com-
bined each mapping agent need to calculate dynamically a trust value, which
describes how confident the particular mapping agent is about the other map-
ping agent’s assessment. This dynamic trust assessment is based on the fuzzy
voting model and depending on its own and other agents’ belief mass function.
In our ontology mapping framework we assess trust between the mapping agents’
beliefs and determine which agent’s belief cannot be trusted, rejecting the one,
which is as the result of trust assessment become distrustful.
5 Related work
To date trust has not been investigated in the context of ontology mapping.
Ongoing research has mainly been focusing on how trust can be modelled in
the Semantic Web context [6] where the trust of user’s belief in statements sup-
plied by any other user can be represented and combined. Existing approaches for
resolving belief conflict are based on either negotiation or the definition of differ-
ent combination rules that consider the possibility of belief conflict. Negotiation
based techniques are mainly proposed in the context of agent communication.
For conflicting ontology alignment an argumentation based framework has been
proposed [7] , which can be applied for agent communication and web services
where the agents are committed to a ontology and they try to negotiate with
other agent over the meaning of their concepts. Considering multi-agent sys-
tems on the Web existing trust management approaches have successfully used
fuzzy logic to represent trust between the agents from both individual[8] and
community[9] perspective. However the main objective of these solutions is to
create a reputation of an agent, which can be considered in future interactions.
Considering the different variants [10] [11] of combination rules that considers
conflicting belief a number of alternatives have been proposed. These methods
are based on well founded theoretical base but they all modify the combination
rule itself and such these solutions do not consider the process in which these
combinations take place. We believe that the conflict needs to be treated before
the combination occurs. Further our approach does not assume that any agent
is committed to a particular ontology but our agents are considered as “experts”
in assessing similarities of terms in different ontologies and they need to reach
conclusion over conflicting beliefs in similarities.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have shown how the fuzzy voting model can be used to evalu-
ate trust, and determine which belief is contradictory with other beliefs before
combining them into a more coherent state. We have proposed new levels of
trust in the context of ontology mapping, which is a prerequisite for any systems
that makes use of information available on the Semantic Web. Our system is
flexible because the membership functions for the voters can be changed dy-
namically in order to influence the outputs according to the different similarity
measures that can be used in the mapping system. We have described initial
experimental results with the benchmarks of the Ontology Alignment Initiative,
which demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach through the improved re-
call and precision rates. There are many areas of ongoing work, with our primary
focus being additional experimentation to investigate different kind of member-
ship functions for the different voters and to consider the effect of the changing
number of voters and the impact on precision and recall.
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